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Abstract: There are several software development methodologies in use today. Some companies have their own
customized methodology for developing their software but the majority speaks about two kinds of
methodologies: heavyweight and lightweight. Heavyweight methodologies (traditional method) as: water fall,
spiral  model,  unified  process model. Lightweight methodologies (agile method) as: Scrum, Crystal Clear,
Extreme Programming, Adaptive Software Development, Feature Driven Development and DSDM (Dynamic
Systems Development Method) [4]. In this paper the characteristics of Waterfall and Extreme Programming will
be described, also the strengths and weakness of each of the two opposing methodologies will be highlighted
and provided the challenges associated with implementing agile processes in the software industry. In support
to the dissertation a questionnaire will be conducted, soliciting feedback from software industry practitioners,
also we will make a comparison between two methods stage by stage. To compare the two methods and the
results we get from the questionnaires, we study the suitability of XP methodology in Libyan software
development and define the benefits that we may get by the application of XP and the obstacles that prevent
their application.
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INTRODUCTION methodologies: heavyweight (traditional method) and

Software has been part of modern society for more methodologies are considered to be the traditional way of
than  50  years  [1].  Software  development  started off as developing software. These methodologies are based on
a  messy activity  often  mentioned  as  “code and fix”. a sequential series of steps, such as requirements'
The software was written without much of a plan and the definition, solution's building, testing and implementation.
design of the system was determined from many short Heavyweight methodologies require defining and
term decisions. This worked well for small systems but as documenting a stable set of requirements at the beginning
systems grew; it became more difficult to add new of a project. There are many different heavyweight
features and bugs were harder to fix. This style of methodologies, but the three most significant
development was used for many years until software methodologies are: Waterfall, Spiral Model and Unified
engineering appeared in 1968. Then Methodology was Process [4].
introduced: Methodologies impose a disciplined process The lightweight methodologies are also known as
upon software development with the aim of making agile methods. They have gained significant attention
software development more predictable and more efficient from the software engineering community in the last few
[2]. years. Unlike traditional methods, agile methodologies

There are several software development employ short iterative cycles and rely on tacit knowledge
methodologies in use today. Some companies have their within a team as opposed to heavy documentation [2].
own customized methodology for developing their Agile allows change in the requirements throughout the
software but the majority speak about two kinds of development cycle and communication between

lightweight (agile method) [1]. Heavyweight
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developer and customer. There are various Agile methods Previous Work: Per Runeson and Peter Greberg in [4]
like; Scrum, Crystal Clear, Extreme Programming, Adaptive analyzed  the  similarities and differences between RUP
Software Development, Feature Driven Development and and XP methodologies, based on a framework. The
DSDM (Dynamic Systems Development Method) [3]. framework consists of a set of general questions, which

Objectives of Study: The objective of the research is to iterative flexible design fashion. Those questions are used
study the strengths and weaknesses of the Waterfall and to analyze the two development methodologies,
Extreme Programming by comparing them together, stage Questions divided into two categories: the first one
by stage. And explain the key difference between them. consists of the six categories what, how, where, who,
To identify the appropriateness of extreme programming when and why. Which one is stronger regarding
in Libyan software, through a survey targets software functions and processes, while the second has six other
developers and customers. And make recommendations categories, focuses on the individuals: Client, Actor,
and proposals to improve the local software industry. Transformation, World view, Owner, Environment. Also

Motivation: The agile movement has received much software development methodologies: Extreme
attention in software engineering recently. In the past few Programming (XP) and Feature Driven Development
years, anecdotal evidence and success stories from (FDD), focused on applicability of the methodologies in
practicing professionals suggest that agile methods are an academic environment in regulated environment
effective and suitable for many situations and (health care industry). The paper compares different
environments. aspects of project management with XP and FDD: starting

Traditional methods in software development, has through gathering user requirements and up to
been unable to solve many problems such as: deployment of the complete applications. And Mohamed
requirements change during development and lack of Awad, Mr. Alex Reid and Mr. Terry Woodings In [1] a
clarity from the outset and the cost and difficulty of the different approaches to software development through
amendments and many of the problems with the customer heavyweight and agile methodologies are described; also
and management. In addition to the software which were provided the challenges associated with implementing of
discarded after few months or years, because they could agile processes in the software industry. They used a
not be developed and modified and so on. Therefore, it questionnaire, to evaluate which methodology has a
was the need for new methodologies that provide greater better success rate for different sizes of software
flexibility and solve those problems and provide software development.
quickly and of higher quality.

These reasons have led us to think in the study of Background
agile methodologies and compare the methodologies Heavyweight Methods: These methodologies are based on
currently used in software development in Libya, namely a sequential series of steps, such as requirements
(Waterfall methodology). And clarify points of definition, solution building, testing and deployment.
disagreement among them and what benefits we receive Heavyweight methodologies require defining and
when applied, is it possible to switch some of those documenting a stable set of requirements at the beginning
methodologies. We have chosen XP methodology for of a project [6].
being the most famous for agile methodologies.

Contribution: This study aims to compare the extreme structured progression between defined phases. Each
programming methodology (agile methodologies) with the phase consists on a definite set of activities and
waterfall methodology (traditional methodologies). It is deliverables that must be accomplished before the
the first attempt to determine the appropriateness of following phase can begin. Figure 1 shows a traditional
applying extreme programming in Libya and to identify the waterfall lifecycle [3].
problems and difficulties that may hinder the software
makers than when using extreme programming. Also Lightweight Ethods (AGILE): Agile methodologies
identified the benefits attainable by the application of employ  short  iterative cycles and rely on tacit knowledge
extreme programming. within    a    team    as    opposed    to   documentation   [7].

are extended with domain-specific questions, in an

Serguei Khramtchenko in [5]. compared the two agile

Waterfall: The waterfall approach emphasizes a
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Fig. 1: Waterfall Lifecycle [4] Collective Ownership: Collective Ownership enables

Agility in a software development sense refers to the at anytime [8].
ability  to  respond  quickly  to  change  and  environment. Continuous Integration: The components of the
It also carries the idea of adaptability. system are built or integrated many times each day

Extreme Programming (XP): Extreme Programming is a 40-Hour Work Week: Consistent quality and
discipline  of  software  development   based   on  values performance cannot be maintained with overtime-
of   simplicity,   communication,   feedback   and   courage heavy teams. XP mandates a regular work hours to
[5]. XP teams use some practices each day to develop ensure quality [7].
systems. On-Site Customer: The customer delegate is on-site

The following points include a brief description of and forms part of the team [7].
each practice [9]. Coding Standards: Coding Standards are a group of

The Planning Game: The role of the Planning Game is [7].
to quickly derive a high-level plan for the next release
or iteration [9]. XP’S Lifecycle: The lifecycle of an XP project, shown in
Small Releases:     XP     cycles     consist of Figure 2 [3], is divided into six phases: Exploration,
frequent   releases    that    deliver    business   value Planning, Iterations to release, Production, Maintenance
[9]. and Death.

Metaphor: Metaphor is the common vision, terms
and language used to describe the project [9].
Simple Design: Design must be simple. Simple in an
XP sense means that the code does the simplest
thing that could work [9].
Testing: The heart of XP development is the use of
automated tests. The developers are writing the
Tests before writing the code [8]. 
Refactoring: Refactoring means to improve the
design of existing code without changing the
system's observable behavior and keeps the code as
simple as possible[11].
Pair Programming: Pair programming is where two
developers sit at the same workstation and share
development tasks [8].

anyone to improve, or change, any part of the code

[8].

conventions that everyone agrees to develop under

Fig. 2: Lifecycle of the XP [3]
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Main Analysis: All the results which will be discussed in customer lead the team and work as they think is suitable.
this section, we have acquired from the two methods This is according to what allocate to themselves of their
compared stage by stage and the results of the daily schedule which they agree on from the beginning of
questionnaires, Which was divided into two the task daily in a stand up meeting. This does not imply
questionnaires, one for developers and other customers. that the management is completely absent, in the contrary,
Where we have prepared a simple questions, whereby we the management interferes when necessary.
seek to acceptance the developers and customers to
apply the XP and shed light on the problems they face in Dealing with Change: WF follows steps and stages that
their work during the development of software. we find as consequential and more organized. Its workers follow
out that XP includes all the stages that are existent in WF. an approved plan since the establishment of the project
However, it differs in how to complete the stage and the until its ending. Developers are required to predict future
movement between stages as  WF  adds  further  steps events due to the fact that they won't be able to return to
through its consecutive and sequential activities and a previous step because it always flows forward. This
through the separation between stages. A new stage does approach may be one of the most significant reasons
not start unless the previous stage is totally completed. which make developers put features that may not be ever
All stages work towards describing the requirements used or required by the customer. 44% of the customers
which have been collected since the beginning of the discover features that they have never used.
work on the project. The XP was constructed from the XP does not specifically follow a defined plan, it is
traditional methodologies as it did not start from scratch more adaptive and the developers do not fear change at
but its own life cycle is different from the traditional any stage of the system's establishment until its
methodologies. completion. This is due to the nature of their work within

The Differences Between Two Methods: Based on the requirements for change and dealing with it. The
study and comparison of the stages of the two developers work hand in hand with the customer, take his
methodologies and from the findings of the comments first hand and if the customer has any
questionnaires we have found out that they are different requirements of change or alteration they carry it out with
in the main following points: Management Style, Dealing the iteration.
with Change, The customer's Intervention, Pair
Programming Concept, Documentation Quantity and The Customer's Intervention: In both methodologies the
Testing process. customer is very important because he is the source who

Management Style: The control has both positive and collected from the customer from the beginning, which is
negative sides i.e. if conflicts should arise between considered the commencement for the rest of the stages
developers and disputes escalate among them, if a of the work. No contact with the consumer during the
disagreement occurs between the customer and the development of the system is made unless it is necessary
developers or if any of the developers falls behind to clarify some point or another. In the final stages the
schedule or neglects performing his duties, then the customer is provided with a trial copy of the system to get
intervention  of  the  administration's control is required. his feedback comment on and whether there was any
As in regard to technological and software programming alterations or additions or the like needed, then team
and other matters that are of the developers concern, the members take the appropriate decision in that respect.
intervention of the management may be proved futile and In XP the consumer is considered a very important
may slacken the work. As in regard to technological and member of the team members who should be present in
software programming and other matters that are of the the stand up meeting. The consumer writes the user story
developers concern, the intervention of the management and the acceptance tests for those stories. By the end of
may be proved futile and may slacken the work. WF has iteration, the system is tried and he provides his
more control over the workers on the project. It has been comments on it. The process continues until all of the
demonstrated through the findings of the survey that 44% consumer's requirements are satisfied. One of the major
of the developers complain from the management's problems that developers suffer from is the obscurity of
procedures and 41% admitted that they do not have full the consumer's requirements and his lack of
freedom to work. In XP, however, the developers and the understanding. 82% of the developers state that lack of

iteration which makes them accustomed to receiving

provides the requirements. In WF, the requirements are
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clarity and misunderstanding the customer's requirements alone. In addition, practicing pair programming is of great
form the biggest problems they suffer from. However, with benefit for the less experienced developers due to the fact
XP it has become possible to solve this problem by that they would gain programming skills from the others.
having the customer become a member of the developing One of the findings of the survey states that 81% of the
team especially that all the customers included in the customers and 64% of the developers say that the same
survey preferred to follow the progress of the work. person who produced the code was the person who
However, the intervention of the customer with the team repaired and maintained it in case of breakdown or
members is not an easy matter because the customer repairing.
should be able to deal with the developers and he should
devote some of his time to be with them and to  be  able Documentation Quantity: In WF each stage is well and
to sort out his priorities in the user story and to  be  able conclusively documented.
to set an acceptance test for the story and to be One of the findings of the survey is that 82 %
cooperative as he is required to meet what the developers admitted  that  they  document their work. 78% of them
demand such as to write other stories during the time the said that they spend a reasonable time (not a short time).
developers  ask  him  to  and to give feedback quickly. On the other hand, 6% said that they depend on
This sort of customer is rare in Libya where 94% of the documentation to communicate with each other. 85% said
customers said that they had never worked in the field of that they exchange information on personal basis.
programming before. 44% find difficulties in expressing Because that is faster and easier than searching through
their requirements. This is a high ratio which cannot be documents. In contrast, in XP they do not write a lot of
overlooked because the role of the customer is far more documents because the customer's requirements are
than simply expressing his requirements as has been written in the user story that can be saved. The code is
mentioned earlier. documented by the programmers by writing explanatory

Pair Programming Concept: When two cooperate in the CRC as a type of documentation. Thus the team would
producing one code it will most certainly be more accurate have documented the important data with the least effort,
and more revised more quickly where more than one time and cost.
thought cooperated. When two individuals at least had
worked to produce one code that will lead to less Testing Process: The testing In WF is done after the
programming mistakes consequently it will provide us completion the code writing stage entirely. The customer
with higher code quality. On the other hand, there are then is summoned to test the system and to make sure
disadvantages in pair programming practice as it could be that the system in hand is truly what he wants. In XP the
problems prone in the team, However, such  problems  can developers write a test for every unit before writing the
be avoided in more than one way such as: role exchange code. The test is written first then write code which
between the pair, the good choice of the appropriate passes this test. This style of testing is called, "Test
partner, or the manager may intervene in order to prevent Driven Development (TDD)". The customer is one of the
such problems between colleagues. Here, we would like to team members that by the end of the "iteration", he runs
state that the members of XP team should give their a test by himself to make sure that the system fulfills his
approval from the start to cooperate among them to requirements and in case he has a comment he makes it to
achieve the practices and values and principles of XP. the developers to carry out what is required to deal with

Some might say that two persons sitting on one the problem. When integration is done, would run a test
computer to write a code is merely a waste time. We can on the system as a final product to be absolutely certain
respond by saying that this is not true relatively because that there are neither problems nor contradictions
programming is not only writing a code, rather it is between the parts of the system. This manner of testing
thinking, designing, listening, discussing and consulting. gives the developers more confidence in the code they
97% of the developers said that they consult others wrote and each line in the code would have been tested.
during work. 89% said that they preferred working with Due  to the  fact  that  the  unit  test is done automatically,
other colleagues against 47% prefer to work alone but it will save a lot of time. Errors will be detected in early
consult others. 25% prefers to work with another stages; consequently, less time and effort will be exerted
colleague. 17% does not prefer to work with more than in its treatment. Not all errors are the result of code
one colleague; only 11% said that they prefer to work programming; they could be due to oblivion, negligence

statements within. While designing, it is possible to save
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of some item in the design. In such cases, the presence Cost:   The   less   the   requirements   and  the
the customer and his comments are considered crucial as potentialities  of    the    system    are    understood, the
well as the use of TDD leads to writing a very simple more   it    will  cause    excessive   increase   in   the cost
code. There will not be any undesired or extra items; of change   that   result   from   the  misunderstanding.
therefore, the reading and understanding the code will be The  actual  presence  of  the  customer   in  the team
much simpler. Each code performs a short and limited makes   the    design simpler    and    makes    the   test
requirement. Testing will be conducted by more than one more  mechanical   the   thing   that   eventually   reduces
person; each developer would test the code he wrote to the cost.
make sure that it is problem free. Besides, he did not write
the code all by himself, someone else participated in the Time  and  Scope:  From  XP  practices   this  problem
writing of the code with him. As a result, each code will could  be  avoided  as  the  project   could   be  divided
have more than one tester. The customer also tests the into  "releases"  that  contain  a  number  of  "iterations"
program to make sure that it is what he wants. From the that  provide  a  clear  and  defined  goal  and  it is
survey findings 43% said that the deelopers and the delivered  within  a  short  time  for  the  customer to
customer participate in testing. However, the presence of comment on it, which will in turn increase the "scope".
a third party who acts as a tester who should be The shortness of iterations and the presence of the
specialized in testing in order to focus on the things that customer  with   the  team  increase  the  scope  and
break the code. The developer will not see his own the reduce time.
defects. We rarely find a third party in Libya. Only 6%
said that a specialized tester runs the process of testing; Quality:   Quality   is   divided   into   two  sections:
10% said that a developer, with a tester participate in the external   and   internal.   The   external   quality   is  that
test. 11% said that a developer, a customer and a tester from  the customer's perspective. The customer focuses
conduct the test. Despite the fact that TDD with "pair on  the  program's speedy responses and the inexistence
programming" reduce the need for a tester; but the of  bugs  and  the  looks  of  the  user  interface;  whether
experienced tester would be trained more and has styles it  is  convenient  or  irritating  or  simple?  The  internal
and techniques that he implements in testing. quality  is  that  from  the  developers'  point  of  view.

Project Control Variable: There are four variables to how  it  is  designed  and  whether  the  code  was  tested
control the project: cost, time, quality and scope. Those well or not [9]. Users of XP achieve quality software
who are interested in the field of software engineering products (covering all the aspects of quality) with the
work hard to produce software at the lowest cost, the combination of its practices [8]. As shown in the
least time, the highest quality and the highest scope [10]. following table 1.

They  concentrate  on  the  parts  of  the  program  and

Table 1:

Quality Aspects

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mean Time Between

XP practice Usability Scalability Availability Maintainability Supportability Functionality Extendibility Failure (MTBF)

The Planning x  x

Small Releases x

Metaphor x

Simple Design x x x

Testing x x x x x

Refactoring x

Pair Programming x x

Collective Ownership x x

Continuous Integration x x x

On-Site Customer x

Coding Standard x x
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The Appropriateness of Applying XP in Libyan Software Testing Process. In terms of factors influencing the
Development: The results of questionnaires and find that building of the project, namely cost, time, quality and
68% of developers are using new techniques and 26% are scale and found a XP through twelve practices of their
acquainted with them only. All customers who surveyed own, are best.
motivated to participate in the development of software We concluded that the biggest problems faced by
and contact to workflow. 89% of developers do not prefer developers is Poor understanding of requirements and
working alone. 89% of developers working in small complicated administrative measures. Also changing
groups( less than 10 individuals ). All these findings requirements during the development of the project;
indicate that it is possible to apply XP in Libya. which led to inflexibility in the advanced stages of

But In order to apply xp with all its practices certain development. With the application of the way XP will
things should be provided i.e. a location for the team resolve these problems. We also found that it is possible
members to meet. It should be well equipped for them to to apply the method of XP in Libya, but should be
practice pair programming. An understanding manager available to certain conditions. i.e. a location for the team
who trusts the developers' decisions (not dictatorial) members to meet. It should be well equipped for them to
should supervise the work; the availability of a well- practice pair programming. An understanding manager
oriented customer who knows the importance of his who trusts the developers' decisions (not dictatorial)
presence with the team members and knows how to should supervise the work; the availability of a well-
provide quick feedback is important. The availability of oriented customer who knows the importance of his
qualified developers who can deal with the new practices presence with the team members and knows how to
such as refactoring, tdd, continuous integration and also provide quick feedback is important. The availability of
they must be able capable of taking quick decisions as qualified developers who can deal with the new practices
well as creativity is an important factor. All team members such as refactoring, tdd, continuous integration and also
should have the desire and willingness to cooperate with they must be able capable of taking quick decisions as
each other. well as creativity is an important factor. All team members

XP is not suitable for big projects, or projects of a should have the desire and willingness to cooperate with
nature does not allow collective ownership of the Code. each other. 
It is most suitable for projects where the customer is However, If the nature of the project does not allow
unable to express what he wants; Also those projects collective ownership of code, or that the requirements are
where the requirements are not clear at the outset. quite clear and is not prone to change, the WF is still
However, If the nature of the project does not allow working perfectly.
collective ownership of code, or that the requirements are Although the questionnaires helped us greatly to
quite clear and is not prone to change, the WF is still know the problems faced by developers, which we sought
working perfectly. to accept both developers and customers to implement XP

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK However, the actual empirical studies are needed to see

In  this  paper, have been described both methods, traditional methods.
the Waterfall and Extreme Programming. We also
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